Abstract. In recent years, the correlation coefficient has been used as a tool for comparison between experimental and synthetic interferograms in algorithms of evaluation, in the areas of optical fabrication and testing. This coefficient has been used with the aim of eliminating the observer criterion during the fabrication process, and in this sense, to make a quantitative test to compare experimental and synthetic interferograms using the correlation as a parameter of evaluation. However, this coefficient is dramatically affected when laboratory conditions are not adequate. Therefore, in this work, we present a detailed analysis of the correlation behavior when interferograms with different values of visibility, Gaussian noise, and background illumination are evaluated/correlated. To analyze the correlation behavior, we simulated different interferograms, where these parameters were varied and examined how they affect the interference patterns. We found that a bad illumination dramatically affects the value of correlation, causing it to decrease to 0.1046, with σ ¼ 0.1.
Introduction
During the fabrication of an optical surface, it is important to know the shape that is being obtained during the fabrication; this is done with the aim of knowing how similar the surface under fabrication (real) is compared with the surface that is intended to be generated (ideal). [1] [2] [3] To perform metrology on an optical surface, it is necessary to obtain reliable and accurate measurements, as well as a good method of analysis. Within this category, the most common methods used for this purpose are interferometric tests, such as the Fizeau, Newton, Twyman-Green, and Ronchi tests, among others. [4] [5] [6] [7] In these tests, the interferogram is captured and analyzed to obtain quantitative information about the surface under test.
Given the diversity of images (interferograms), recording devices (CCDs, CMOS), and illumination sources (LEDs, LASER), there exist criteria that determine their analysis and processing. [8] [9] [10] One of these criteria is the need for global uniformity, which implies the same values of brightness; as a consequence, the illumination must be uniform for all images obtained at different times. In the case of an experimental interferogram, capturing an image with good illumination, good visibility, and null Gaussian noise is quite complicated. It is for these reasons that it is of interest to analyze the effect of having different values of visibility, background illumination, and Gaussian noise when an interferogram is evaluated with the correlation criterion. 11, 12 In optical testing, there are many ways to obtain information from an interferogram, and the wavefront deformations may be easily estimated from a visual estimation of fringe deviation from straightness. 13 This visual method gives us a precision that greatly depends on the skills of the person making the measurements. The simplest quantitative method of analysis involves visually identifying and then tracking the fringes on the interferogram. An image of the interferogram can be taken and then digitalized into a computer to enter the x, y coordinates of some selected points of the interferogram located on the fringes. The objective is to locate the fringe maxima or minima by searching with algorithms based on line tracking, threshold comparison, or adaptive binarization. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] When the maxima have been located, a subsequent fringe thinning or skeletonization is performed. Skeletonizing is based on a search of local irradiance peaks by segmentation algorithms based on adaptive thresholds, gradient operators, and spatial frequency filtering, among others. The result is a skeleton of the interferogram formed by lines one pixel wide. 19 Currently, there are techniques that use all the information captured on the image, so the information is extracted from each pixel. One of these techniques is the phase shifting interferometry, 10, 20 where three or more interference patterns are needed to obtain the wavefront phase. The shift must be known and controlled; otherwise, the recovered information will be erroneous. Other used techniques include the Fourier method 21 and the synchronous method. 22 However, the disadvantage of these techniques is that they do not work when there are closed fringes, or the image has a lot of noise.
Recently, the analyses of interferograms using techniques, such as genetic algorithms, 23, 24 evolutive strategy, 25, 26 and probabilistic estimation, 19 have been investigated. These techniques use methods to compare images that are generated synthetically with images obtained experimentally, to estimate, with a high precision, the value of the phase.
One of the disadvantages of using some of these methods of comparison is that for the synthetic interferogram, the background illumination is uniform, the visibility is always one, and the Gaussian noise is null, but this is not the case for an experimental interferogram, where these values are different in every captured image. As a result, it is almost impossible to reach a value of 1 in the correlation coefficient when an experimental image is being analyzed. For these reasons, in this work, we decided to analyze the correlation behavior and the maximum value of correlation that can be achieved when these parameters are varied.
This work is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, the mathematical basis of interferometry and some examples of interferograms affected by visibility, Gaussian noise, and inhomogeneous background illumination are shown. Section 3 presents the equation of correlation. In Sec. 4, the correlation behavior is analyzed when the interference patterns are degraded by visibility, Gaussian noise, and inhomogeneous background illumination, as well as their combinations. Section 5 shows some experimental results using two aspherical surfaces. Finally, in Sec. 6, some conclusions are given.
Synthetic Interferogram Equations
In physical optics, the interference effect consists of superposing two or more optical fields in a region of space. 27, 28 When this sum is observed with an optical detector, the irradiance of the total field is obtained and can be understood as the sum of the irradiance from each individual field, known as background illumination, plus an additional interference term per each pair of fields, which consists of the cosine of the phase difference between the two waves and a factor given primarily by the product of wave amplitudes, known as a modulation light. 27 The total effect shows bright and dark zones known as interference fringes, also called a fringe pattern or interferogram. The irradiance function in the interference patterns may be written as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 8 6 Iðx; yÞ ¼ aðx; yÞ þ bðx; yÞ cos ϕ;
(1) where aðx; yÞ ¼ I 1 ðx; yÞ þ I 2 ðx; yÞ and bðx; yÞ ¼ 2½I 1 ðx; yÞI 2 ðx; yÞ 1∕2 correspond to the background illumination and local contrast, respectively; the phase is given by ϕ.
Visibility
Because common sources have finite extension, we must examine how such extension affects the fringes. Assuming that the variation of aðx; yÞ and bðx; yÞ inside the interferogram aperture is smoother than the variations of the cosine term in Eq. (1), the maximum irradiance in the vicinity of the point in the interferogram is given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 2 9 I max ðx; yÞ ¼ I 1 ðx; yÞ þ I 2 ðx; yÞ þ 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
The minimum irradiance in the same vicinity is given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 8 4
and the fringe visibility νðx; yÞ, is defined by 
where I max and I min are the maximum and minimum irradiances, respectively. 8, 27 Clearly, νðx; yÞ has a maximum value of unity when I min ¼ 0, as is the case for fringes from two equal monochromatic point sources, and decreases to zero when I max ¼ I min , and the fringes disappear. In Fig. 1 , some examples of interferograms generated with different visibilities are shown.
As can be seen in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), as the value of visibility moves away from 1, the contrast in the interferogram decreases until the fringes almost disappear. In Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the central profiles of the interferograms are shown, where the amplitude of the intensity decreases as the visibility does. Note in Fig. 1 that as the value of the visibility increases, the contrast obtained in each plot also increases.
Gaussian Noise
Electronic noise in photodetectors is recognized as a random fluctuation of the measured voltage or current and is caused by the quantum nature of matter. 29 The first category of noise sources is due to the photodetector as an electronic component: noise is generated even without impinging light. Thermal noise, generation-recombination noise, and the 1∕f noise fall into this category. [29] [30] [31] The second category contains the additional noise generated when photons impinge on the detector, known as photon or shot noise.
Electronic noise is the sum of numerous random process obeying different statistical laws, but the central limit theorem of probability theory states that the overall process will be directed by a Gaussian distribution. 29 In this work, the noise introduced in every interferogram shows a density of probability that obeys a normal distribution commonly called a Gaussian distribution. For the generation of this kind of noise, a function of MATLAB™ called "rand" was used. This function generates Gaussian values with a median of zero and a variance of one. 32 For values with mean and variance different to that used, it must multiply the value of each pixel image by the desired standard deviation (η) and to add the mean (μ) in the next form:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 0 9
For measuring the noise introduced to the synthetic interferograms, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is a relative measure of the quality of the image, was used. 33 This measure is based on the mean square error (MSE) given by the next expression:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 2 3
where m and n represent the number of rows and columns of the image, respectively; Rðx; yÞ corresponds to the original image, and R 0 ðx; yÞ is the image with noise. Using the MSE, we can obtain the PSNR, defined as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ; 7 3 0 PSNR ¼ 10 log 10
where Pi is the maximum signal value that exists in our original image, commonly not needed because it is not common to have a negative value of the pixel. For binary images, the numerator will be always one. For images with gray scale and with 8 bits by pixel, the numerator is 255. For color images only, the luminance component is used. 33 A great similarity between the images implies a low value of MSE, and it results in a high value of PSNR. A high value of PSNR is good because it means that the image has low noise. The PSNR is a dimensionless number because the units of the numerator and denominator are the same. However, because of the use of the logarithmic scale, the PSNR is expressed in decibels (dB); experimental images captured in the laboratory commonly have values between 20 and 40 dB. 33, 34 In Fig. 2 , some interference patterns are shown with different levels of noise. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the image starts to degrade as the level of noise increases.
Inhomogeneous Background Illumination
There are many reasons for an uneven background illumination in the interference patterns; one reason may be that the beam profile of the illuminating source is modified by the projecting optics, in most cases, a Gaussian intensity profile. Another reason can be an uneven reflectivity of the object surface caused by a spatially varying surface characteristic, among many others.
In our case, to simulate synthetic interferograms with inhomogeneous background illumination, we added to Eq. (1), a Gaussian function given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 6 4 Gðx; yÞ
where A represents the amplitude of the Gaussian function, Δx and Δy are displacements of the center of the Gaussian in the x and y axes, respectively, and σ represents the Gaussian width. The inhomogeneous background illumination is added to each image in the next form:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 9 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 5 3 I new ðx; yÞ ¼ Iðx; yÞ Ã Gðx; yÞ Pi :
In Fig. 3 , some interference patterns are shown with inhomogeneous background illumination, varying σ and maintaining Δx and Δy ¼ 0.
As can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), as the width of the Gaussian distribution increases, the illumination tends to become more uniform. Conversely, as the width of the Gaussian decreases, the image tends to become more illuminated at the center, producing an image with no illumination at the edges. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) are the central profiles of these interferograms, where it can be seen how the inhomogeneous background illumination affects each image.
Correlation Coefficient
The correlation coefficient is a measure that indicates the grade of relation that exists between two variables. This relation must somehow be mathematically quantified to show the degree of resemblance. Two images are said to be similar or statistically correlated if they have similar pixel intensities in the same areas. 35 If all the values of the variables satisfy an equation exactly, we can say that the variables are perfectly correlated or that there is a perfect correlation between them.
The quantity C, called the correlation coefficient, is given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 0 ; 6 3 ; 5 5 3 C ¼
where X and Y are the matrix with the intensity values of the synthetic and experimental interferograms, respectively, while X and Y are the average of the intensity levels of each interferogram. 36, 37 It must be emphasized that, in every case, the computed value of C measures the degree of the relationship relative to the type of equation that is assumed. Thus, if a linear equation is assumed and Eq. (10) yields a value of C near to zero, in our case, it means that the images that are being compared are not equal, and a value of 1 means that the images are equal.
Analysis of the Correlation Behavior
In this section, a detailed analysis of the correlation behavior is shown, when interferograms with different values of visibility, Gaussian noise, and background illumination are evaluated/correlated. Each parameter was analyzed in multiple ways: independently and in combinations of two or three parameters. The correlation value was calculated correlating a perfect synthetic interferogram and a perturbed interferogram.
Varying the Visibility
To evaluate how the correlation is affected when the visibility is varied in an interference pattern, a set of different interferograms was simulated. For this, in every interferogram, the visibility varied from 0.02 to 1 in increments of 0.02. In Fig. 4 , the graph of this analysis is shown.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the correlation behavior is not affected much by the parameter of visibility, as for values as small as v ¼ 0.1, the correlation gives a value of 0.9995, which indicates that we can obtain experimental images with low visibility and the analysis of correlation will not be so affected. Therefore, we can say that the correlation value is almost insensitive to the visibility of the analyzed interferogram.
Adding Gaussian Noise to the Interferograms
To understand the correlation behavior when images are affected only by Gaussian noise, interferograms with values ranging from 6.575 to 64.1584 dB were simulated, which corresponds to values of η between 0 and 250. In Fig. 5 , a plot can be seen that shows the correlation behavior when these values of Gaussian noise are added to the images.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the Gaussian noise greatly affects the correlation value, causing it to decrease until it reaches 0.3529 with a PSNR of 6.97 dB, which is rare to obtain because as was mentioned before, when an image is captured at the laboratory, the PSNR values are usually between 20 and 40 dB; in these cases, the correlation value is 0.9735 for 20 dB and 0.9956 for 40 dB.
Varying the Background Illumination
The last parameter analyzed independently was the background illumination. As was mentioned previously, to simulate synthetic interferograms with inhomogeneous background illumination, it was considered only to add a Gaussian function to the intensity function of the interference patterns (Sec. 2.3). In Fig. 6 , the plot of the correlation for every value of sigma, Eq. (8), is shown. For this analysis, sigma increased in every interference pattern, from 0.1 to 5.0 with increments of 0.1.
As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the value of correlation falls quickly to 0.1046 for small values of sigma, σ ¼ 0.1. As the Gaussian width increases, the background illumination of the interference pattern starts to homogenize, and as a result, high values of correlation can be reached. Conversely, when the width of the Gaussian is small, the background illumination is concentrated in the center of the image and the interference pattern is not homogeneous, causing the value of correlation to decrease. The following sections show the results of the correlation behavior when combinations of these three parameters (visibility, Gaussian noise, and background illumination) degrade the interference patterns.
Combining Visibility and Background Illumination
The most common factors that affect experimental interferograms in the lab are the visibility combined with inhomogeneous background illumination. In Fig. 7 , a plot with the correlation behavior for the combination of these two parameters is shown.
Note in Fig. 7 that, when low visibility and inhomogeneous background illumination are combined in one interferogram, the correlation falls to 0.0185 for a visibility of 0.1 and σ ¼ 0.1. As mentioned before (Sec. 2.3) for the background illumination, only the width of sigma was varied, not the position of the same, so that, for small values of sigma, the illumination is concentrated at the center of the interference pattern, producing a low illumination at the edges of the image. In addition to the low visibility, the combination of these parameters produces an image almost dark or without information.
For average visibilities that can be obtained in the laboratory, such as v ¼ 0.5 and v ¼ 0.7, the values of correlation are very similar, so that there will be no difference between a visibility of 0.5 or 0.7 for analyzing an image. Conversely, as the visibility and sigma in the interferogram increase, so will the values of correlation, with a value of 0.9998 for a visibility of 1 and σ greater than 3.5.
Combining Visibility and Gaussian Noise
In Fig. 8(a) , a plot of the correlation behavior is shown when changing visibility and Gaussian noise are combined in one interferogram. It can be observed that when Gaussian noise and low values of visibility are combined in one interferogram, the values of correlation are also low. As can be seen, the minimum value of correlation that can be obtained is 0.032 for a visibility of 0.1 and a PSNR of 6.60 dB with η ¼ 250.
In Fig. 8(b) , typical values of visibility (0.4 to 0.7) and PSNR (20 to 40 dB) are shown. The minimum value of correlation was 0.7919 for interferograms with a visibility of 0.4 and PSNR ¼ 20.29.
For images with high values of Gaussian noise and low visibility, the correlation falls to 0.1 for v ¼ 0.1 and PSNR ¼ 6.60, although it is rare to have images with high values of Gaussian noise and low visibility.
Combining Background Illumination and
Gaussian Noise Figure 9 shows the correlation behavior when Gaussian noise and inhomogeneous background illumination are combined in one interference pattern. Optical EngineeringNote in Fig. 9 that, for typical values of PSNR, without considering the plot for σ ¼ 0.2, as it is not common to have an interferogram with this kind of illumination, where only a small zone of the image is illuminated, the combination of Gaussian noise and inhomogeneous background illumination does not greatly affect the correlation, as for a value of σ ¼ 0.6 and a Gaussian noise of 20 dB, the correlation is 0.7257. This proves again that, as stated in previous sections, the more homogeneous the background illumination in one interferogram is, the greater will be the correlation value. For example, for a background illumination with σ ¼ 3.0 and a Gaussian noise of PSNR ≥ 20, values with a correlation c > 0.95 can be obtained.
Combining Visibility, Background Illumination, and Gaussian Noise
In Fig. 10 , the correlation behavior when these three parameters are combined in one interference pattern is shown.
As can be observed in Fig. 10 , the combination of visibility, background illumination, and Gaussian noise greatly affects the correlation coefficient. For a visibility of v ¼ 0.4, a background illumination of σ ¼ 0.5, and a Gaussian noise of 10.66 dB, the maximum value of correlation that can be obtained during the analysis of one interferogram is 0.1643. Conversely, when the interference pattern has a good visibility of v ¼ 0.9, homogeneous background illumination of σ ¼ 1.5, and a Gaussian noise of 15.66 dB, the maximum value of correlation that can be obtained is 0.8290. Therefore, it is important to implement an experimental setup, where these three parameters can be avoided or at least be minimal, if high values of correlation are to be reached.
Experimental Results
In this section, the analysis of Ronchigrams captured experimentally at the National Institute of Astrophysics, Optics, and Electronics (INAOE)'s instrumentation laboratory is shown. It should be noted that as explained by wave theory, the fringes in the Ronchigram are caused by interference between the overlapping of diffracted wavefronts. 8, 13, 19 Therefore, this test can be seen as a lateral displacement interferometer that measures the slopes of the wavefront.
For this analysis, we used the software ReRRCA, described by Aguirre-Aguirre et al. 19, 38 This algorithm was proposed to obtain the wavefront aberrations of ronchigrams, using only one Ronchigram without the need for polynomial fits or trapezoidal integrations. For recovery of the coefficients ν, PSNR, and σ, we followed the process shown in the flowchart of Fig. 11 .
Our algorithm has two cycles: the first cycle searches the parameters ν, PSNR, and σ in a wide interval given by the user. The second cycle searches the solution in the form V AE ε, where V corresponds to each parameter ν, PSNR, and σ, and ε takes values from 50% to 2% in steps of 2% of the value of each parameter recovered in the first cycle, these values can change depending on the required accuracy.
For the experimental part, two mirrors were used. In Table 1 , their characteristics are shown.
Spherical Surface
The spherical surface was analyzed using a Ronchi grating of 60 lpi, placed at an intrafocal distance of 1.20 cm. In Fig. 12(a) , the experimental image is shown, and in Fig. 12(b) , the synthetic Ronchigram calculated by ReRRCA is shown. The correlation between the Ronchigrams was 0.9574.
After the spherical surface was analyzed, the ReRRCA program was modified to calculate the best parameters of visibility, Gaussian noise, and background illumination for the experimental image. For the case of the spherical surface, these values were ν ¼ 0.6153, PSNR ¼ 26.75, and σ ¼ 2.0.
With these parameters and according to the graph of Fig. 10 , the maximum correlation that can be reached is 0.9836, obtaining a difference of 2.66% between the correlation obtained with the experimental image and the correlation that can be reached according to the graph of Fig. 10 . The parameters of ν, PSNR, and σ recovered by ReRRCA were used to generate a new image, Fig. 13(a) . This synthetic image was correlated with the experimental image of Fig. 12(a) , and a correlation of 0.9752 was obtained, with a difference of 2.48% between the correlation of the image with the parameter fitted and the maximum correlation that can be reached (C ¼ 1).
In Fig. 13(b) , the plots of the central irradiance profiles of the images of Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) are shown. Note that the profiles of the two images are very similar, both in visibility and in background illumination.
Hyperbolic Surface
A hyperbolic surface was analyzed with a Ronchi grating of 80 lpp, placed at an intrafocal distance of 0.430 cm from the center of curvature. In Fig. 14(a) , the experimental image is shown, and in Fig. 14(b) , the Ronchigram recovered with ReRRCA is shown. The correlation between the Ronchigrams was 0.5943.
The results obtained by ReRRCA for the values of ν, PSNR, and σ were 0.4830, 31.93, and 0.7150, respectively. As is shown in the plot of Fig. 10 , the maximum correlation that can be reached is 0.6689, with a difference of 11.15% between the correlation obtained with the experimental image and the correlation that can be reached according to the graph of Fig. 10 . The experimental image of Fig. 14(a) was correlated with the synthetic Ronchigram generated with the parameters of ν, PSNR, and σ recovered by ReRRCA [ Fig. 15(a) ]. The correlation was 0.8940, with a difference of 10.60% between the correlation of the synthetic image with the parameters fitted and the maximum correlation that can be reached (C ¼ 1). In Fig. 15(b) , a central profile of the images of Figs. 14(a) and 15(a) is shown, where it can be seen that the profile of the two images does not match in a good manner, which means that the surface that is being fabricated is far from the ideal surface that is intended to be obtained.
With this analysis, the influence that the visibility, the Gaussian noise, and the inhomogeneous background illumination have over the correlation can be seen. Therefore, it is recommended to capture images avoiding inhomogeneous background illumination, low visibility, and Gaussian noise. Another recommendation or alternative could be to have Optical Engineering 104111-9 October 2018 • Vol. 57 (10) some method for calculating ν, PSNR, and σ from the experimental image, so that these values can be added to the synthetic interferogram or subtracted from the experimental one. By undergoing this process, a correlation value of 1 could be reached, and a criterion for knowing when an optical surface is finished could be implemented.
Conclusions
A study to analyze the correlation behavior during the evaluation of interferograms with different values of visibility, Gaussian noise, and background illumination was presented in this work. It was proved that, when an interferogram is affected by these parameters, the factor that most affects the correlation is an inhomogeneous background illumination, as for low values of sigma, the correlation falls to 0.1046 for σ ¼ 0.1. This is not the case for low visibilities, where the maximum value of correlation that can be reached is 0.9995 with a visibility of v ¼ 0.1. Conversely, when an interference pattern is deteriorated by Gaussian noise, the minimum value of correlation that can be reached is 0.3529 with a PSNR of 6.97 dB, although it is uncommon to capture an interferogram with this noise level. The combination that most affects the correlation is the combination of visibility with inhomogeneous background illumination, where the minimum correlation value was 0.0185 with a visibility of 0.1 and σ ¼ 0.1. For the combination of background illumination with Gaussian noise, the minimum value of correlation reached was 0.1575 for σ ¼ 0.6 and Gaussian noise of 6.97 dB.
The least disruptive combination for the correlation analysis was for the case of visibility combined with Gaussian noise, where for a value of v ¼ 0.4 and a PSNR of 20.29 dB, the minimum value of correlation reached was 0.7919.
It was proved that the combination of visibility, Gaussian noise, and inhomogeneous background illumination greatly affects the value of the correlation, where for a visibility of v ¼ 0.4, σ ¼ 1.5, and a PSNR of 15.66 dB, the maximum value of correlation reached during the analysis of one interferogram was 0.5289.
Finally, the correlation coefficient was used to analyze real surfaces. It was demonstrated that when the parameters of visibility, background illumination, and Gaussian noise can be calculated from the experimental image, it will ensure that a correlation value very close to 1 can be reached, and a criterion for knowing when an optical surface is finished can be implemented.
